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langikasil kung ang mga pinakamahusay na pagsasahan sa mga pinoy at kumita na hindi bago
maging mga muslim ay dapat kumalat sa isang talahanayan para sa mga muslim. it is a testament

to filipino cultural and national identity that there is no visible racial other in the philippines. the
philippines' muslim minorities are a proud and respected part of the filipino identity. (see table 3.)
filipino is the primary official language of the philippines. some of the minority languages are also

official in certain provinces. according to the 2016 census, filipinos can speak and understand 85% of
the national language. this language is written in the filipino alphabet, composed of 28 letters, 5

vowels and 10 consonants. [1] like most languages, philippine english (also known as filipino english)
is a mixture of english and filipino, thus understanding it requires knowledge of both languages. the

language also has a rich morphology, meaning that it has a rich and flexible system of words and the
ways they are combined into sentences. in addition to filipino, the philippines has a few other

languages, such as ilokano, bicolano, visayan, kapampangan, pangasinan, kapampangan, waray-
waray and cebuano. filipino is the most widely spoken language in the philippines. over a million

filipinos live abroad. approximately 5.6 million filipinos speak a language other than filipino. of these,
about half speak english. (see table 4.) philippine ethno-linguistic diversity is among the highest in

the world. the country has more than 200 distinct languages, over 100 dialects, and 5,000
indigenous languages. the most populous of the philippine languages are tagalog, filipino, cebuano,
hiligaynon, pangasinan, bicolano, pampango, waray-waray, and ilokano. the philippines has over a

million first language speakers, and the vast majority of filipinos (over 90 percent) speak a language
other than filipino. of these, at least half speak a language other than tagalog or filipino (see table 5).
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filipino is a combination of spanish, bukidnon (an austronesian language), masbate (a malayo-
polynesian language), and even pangasinan (a visayan language), so if youre looking for a language

to learn, you could look at a combination of these. if youre looking for more tagalog resources,
gutenberg.net.au has lots of the other languages that are a part of the filipino language. this site has

just over 2000 free books in the tagalog language, and most of them are free-to-read, as well as
having the option to read an audio-book of the book as well. in terms of books for native tagalog

speakers, most of the crisis kids books are written by native tagalog speakers, and theyre very well
written, often with good jokes, language and illustrations. if youre not looking for books in tagalog,
you might want to check out a few books in english instead. the second thing you should do is to
read some tagalog books. there are several good books that i have read that i can recommend to

you, but if you want to learn a little more about tagalog, this crisis kids comic is really good. this site
has a lot of them, but a lot of them are free, and theyre written by native speakers. below ive listed a

few of my favorite books in english, but again, many of these are written by native speakers, and
theyre good books. if you can find a copy of any of them in tagalog, let me know. theyve all been
translated by native tagalog speakers, so youll get an even better idea of how tagalog is spoken.
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